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Orchiopexy to Correct Undescended Testicle {youtube}ICxUy0_NIcM{/youtube} www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=ICxUy0_NIcM

Used & Betrayed - 100 Years of US Troops as Lab Rats
{youtube}TRMT1eozxPg{/youtube}
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRMT1eozxPg

Smuggling Child Testicles and Child “Guinea Pigs”

For decyphering the current developments within the international community, certain “key”
information needs to having been previously comprehended.
The settler-colonialism, by definition, is being perpetrated by “drugged and maddened with
opiates beforehand” members of a colonising-settlers’ army.
Being “drugged and maddened with opiates beforehand”, by definition, means suffering from
erectile-dyfunction and/or pseudo-homosexuality.
Being “drugged and maddened with opiates beforehand”, by definition, means being, more or
less, mad.
Furthermore, suffering from erectile-dyfunction and/or pseudo-homosexuality means, from a
settler-colonialism’s perspective, low capacity to be effective.
And being, more or less, mad means, from a settler-colonialism’s perspective, also low capacity
to be effective.
During the past many decades, according to sufficient indications and according to the
settler-colonialism’s mind-set, the erectile-dyfunction and/or pseudo-homosexuality, they were
corrected by child-testicle’s transplantations.
And again, during the past many decades, according to sufficient indications and according to
the settler-colonialism’s mind-set, being mad was corrected by brain-implanting
electronic-implants and transhumanisation.
For the development of the electronic-implants, mentally healthy children, also from Greece,
were involuntarily abused.
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For the testicles’ transplantations healthy children, also from Greece, were involuntarily
harvested.
The contemporary settler-colonisers are lacking what it takes, namely civilisation, in order to
confess their monstrosities and voluntarily be accountable for them. Consequently, they
fabricate all the quasi “soap-operas” which the “Mockingbird” mass media happily propagate, in
order to avoid collecting the, unavoidable, negative consequences of their crimes. And even
worst, they exterminate, in many ways, the survived victims/eyewitness in order for them not to
press criminal charges against the settler-colonisers.
Cocluding, I wish to express my belief that, as far as, the international community, actively or
not, conseously or not, keeps vastly and unjustly supporting the settler-colonisers and
inhumanely and injustly deserts their survived victims, that far, the international community shall
keep lacking; peace, freedom, cooperation and prosperity.

Christos Boumpoulis
economist
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